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IMM COLOGNE AND LIVINGKITCHEN
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Cologne’s International Furniture Fair and the parallel ‘LivingKitchen’ – held side-by-side from 19 to 25 January – were highly
successful. Together, the two fairs registered 146,000 visitors from 138 countries (2013: 142,000), of which 102,000 were
trade visitors (2013: 99,000). One signiﬁcant trend for both fairs was the increasing proportion of international trade visitors.
Of the 102,000 trade visitors, 56,0000 were from Germany and 46,000 from other countries (+13%). This year, the proportion
of foreign visitors was about 45 percent on the trade days. The increased proportion of foreign trade visitors was particularly
so for European countries, e.g. Spain (+27%), Great Britain (+20%), Italy (+11%) and the Netherlands (+13%). There were
also increases in the number of trade visitors from France, Scandinavia and Poland, compensating for the politically driven
decline in Russian visitors. There were also signiﬁcant increases in the numbers of trade visitors from China (+32%) and
the USA (+47%).
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Plain and simple as usual; but Interlübke showed much more variety of surface ﬁnish. 'Mell’ z. B. for example, in snow-white paint. Photo: Interlübke.
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Nolte ‘Neo Salon’ transforms the kitchen into a representational conversational salon, brightened an attractive change of style. Photo: Nolte.
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VINTAGE LOOK WITH STRIKING MATERIALS
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This year’s kitchens are even homelier and noted particularly for their choice of wood variety, whether real
or reproduction. Taken as a whole, the visible and tactile surface structures have gained in ﬁne detail and
quality. Vintage with lots of concrete and iron – but sometimes also combined with high-quality copper – go
well for an upgrade of the modern loft. But always within a comfortable framework: this is also how one
could describe the trend to front frames, not just dominating as a ﬁve-part cassette, but looking very narrow
6

or low. In addition to rustic metal ﬁnger grips, half-milled grip strips are a new alternative. In terms of colour,
there were fewer brown or earthen tones on display, rather bold pastel tones in blue or green.
In place of white pallets there were various shades of grey, usually matt.
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Häcker has no fewer than 50 different front designs in the ‘Systemat 2.0’ range, but the ‘Black Star’ dark slate veneer variant attracted much attention.
Photo: Häcker.
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In the ‘Toronto Tex’, Rempp combines solid wood with a structured lacquer surface, which goes exceptionally well with the wooden designer grip strip.
Photo: Rempp.
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Nobilia's mixture of San Remo oak front and black glass is very expressive. Photo: Nobilia.
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Zeyko's 'Stucco' surface has a layer of manually applied
decorative concrete. Photo: Zeyko.
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Well rounded: on request from export customers, Beckermann has
adopted an organic form language in the trendy ‘Sea Spray’ colour.
Photo: möbel kultur.
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German kitchens are moving towards cosier designs: Schüllers
Country Style has adopted framed fronts in pastel colours.
Photo: Schüller.
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VON RETRO TO VOOKING
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At this year’s LivingKitchen trade show the focus was as much on particular styles as on redeﬁning functional
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aspects. For example, Siematic’s ‘Urban’ lifestyle was a new interpretation of the good old kitchen breakfast
buffet, in which even the sink or cooker will ﬁnd place. With its ‘Neo’ concept Nolte has turned over a new
page, which designer Mike Meiré describes as a kind of ‘type case for life’. The ﬂexible modules may be
individually combined and changed at will – depending upon the owner’s preferences. The ‘Vooking’ kitchen
has a quite different approach, created under a cooperative arrangement between Cosentino, seven other
well-known companies, designers and a professional cook. In this case, the prime objective was an innovative
interpretation of how to prepare vegetarian menus.
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Urban vibes emanating from city ﬂats were the inspiration for the 'Nolte Neo Loft': the home environment with its fast-moving, creative lifestyle is
characterised by grafﬁti-prints, concrete and the look of cool stainless steel. Photo: Nolte.
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The 'Siematic 29' kitchen buffet was designed as a tribute to the family business, founded in 1929. The fresh design is a totally new interpretation of
the standalone unit and allows for the integration of kitchen functions such as cooker and sink. Photo: Siematic.
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The 'Vooking' project is a joint effort by Cosentino, Gaggenau, Team 7, Dornbracht, Eisinger Swiss/ Francke, Pfeffersack&Söhne, SFK Tischler und
Austria's Impulse Förderung. In addition to an integral mortar, the kitchen has a special indoor herb cultivation cupboard.
Photo: Cosentino/Michael Liebert.
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Allmilmö
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Allmilmö has extended the 'Modern Art' range downwards with two designs devoid of front-mounted ﬁnger grips: 'Manico' (photo) has a concealed
rear-edge ﬁnger grip and 'Smart', whose front is angled rearwards at 38 degrees. Photo: möbel kultur.
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Bold entry: Leicht combines the real 'Concrete' front with a 5 mm-thick worktop of hot-rolled steel
and a solid wood dining ledge. Photo: Leicht.
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Elegant solution: Warendorf integrates knife block, spice tins and so forth in the natural stone worktop.
Photo: Warendorf.
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A number of kitchen equipment manufacturers kept details of their latest products guarded in secrecy
NEUE FORM

until the opening of LivingKitchen, giving the product launch even greater impact. The Japanese Panasonics
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corporation used LivingKitchen as the European launch pad for its latest range of ﬁtted kitchen electrical
goods. Gaggenau conjured up a steam cooker-driven water power-shower, while Franke announced
a range of niche products to be launched in 2016. Eggersmann demonstrated ‘Work’s’, a travelling
modular tray that hangs from a black powder-coated overhead aluminium gantry.
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The European launch pad for the new range of ﬁtted kitchen electrical equipment from Panasonic: highlights included an oven hotplate with ‘Genius Sensor’
for constant temperature control, and a three-in-one oven with hot air blower, microwave and steam cooker. Photo: Panasonic.

The latest innovation from Eggersmann is the ‘Work’s’. Unusual attention-getter: the travelling basket tray hangs from a gantry above the work surfaces.
The movable stainless steel basket has a tray and transverse rests for frequently required utensils. Photo: Eggersmann.

1D-ô (1@!,=ø/< &= */AI-A.-/D%ô L7-ô>©ÖÙÈC9Q 3ô>©ÖÙÈ-A>/(6-(6>%>%99J&&6M!1ø-%@ -@ 1= Iõ>=&>/Lõ>%K .6=s>!s>,>*¡©ÖÙÈ
Bora's new premium product range is called 'Bora' and combines minimalist design with intuitive operation. Photo: Bora.
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Most people are familiar with Berbel's suspended 'Skyline'. The second generation is called 'Skyline Edge' and
is operated via an 'EcoSwitch' alternating between the air-circulation and extractor modes; jetstream technology
drives air upwards along a virtual channel. Photo: Berbel.
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Next year Franke will launch a new range of niche products with a common design thread for sinks, ﬁttings,
extractor hoods, stoves and ovens. Prices will vary in accordance with the respective target customer groups.
Franke has just started a brand campaign: ‘Make it wonderful’. Photo: möbel kultur.
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This is a new idea from Gaggenau: steam cooker with integral power shower cleaner. Photo: möbel kultur.
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MOOD LIGHTING NEAR THE COOKER
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The demand for modern lighting technology in the kitchen has been rising since the cost of LEDs has
been on the way down. For this reason, kitchens are now increasingly illuminated from sources integrated
in the local furniture or electrical equipment. The extractor hood is clearly a focal point for this function,
but LEDs are also ﬁtted to shelves, niches and ﬁnger grip gaps. The most important requirement is sufﬁcient
space for a shallow light ﬁtting, so as not to spoil the pure character of the design. In addition to the
functional aspects users increasingly value mood lighting – preferably with a dimmer control for individual
18

adjustment of the colour temperature. These high-tech solutions make for adaptation of the lighting ambience
to the room.
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The Ernestomeda stand combined Italian elegance spiced with a mixture of the latest design and reﬁned vintage effects. Visitors to the stand had a chance to take
a close look at the 'Soul' concept kitchen and a new version of 'Icon', both designed by architect Giuseppe Bavuso. Photo: Ernestomeda.

Not only do these lighting-shelves from Leicht conceal the technology; they can emit different colour temperatures. Photo: Leicht.
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This ‘Beam Kitchen lights’ mirror cabinet is described by makers AKP as ‘intelligent glass with LED’. Backlit niche rear walls make for a fascinating overview of
different decors. Photo: möbel kultur.
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Fitted with 'Scan-and-Light' technology for example, this wall-mounted shelf can adapt to the local lighting needs of the room; or the user can
deliberately create a contrast. Photo: Gera

>/6ô963ô>9³¬«#AQ3õ>J1<63ô>I#ô>=%°µºÛÐÊÒº9¯ÌÙÈC9>/!@ !=R9D'/øL7õJ663ô>J&&ô9%#AQI/A.&I%A.%-> õ3.>/Lõ>%J&&/9&
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Wide, homogenous LED illumination: Hera's 'IN Stick SF' is a super-ﬂat countersunk light ﬁtting, with all-round uses for shelves, glass cabinets,
eye-level cupboards and much else besides. Photo: Hera.
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The ‘Gocciadoro’ kitchen from Störmer-Küche has bevelled ﬁnger-gaps with a vertical lighting strip; designed by Stefano Semprebon.
Photo: möbel kultur.
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HOME ENTERTAINMENT ON ALL LEVELS
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In a nutshell, homes now give comfort and convenience in return for much less effort. Home entertainment
systems dominate the contents of free-standing cabinets: but how to create an elegant package
for ﬂat screens and hi-ﬁ systems? The current generation of cabinets cannot hold a great deal, or
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modules must hang like sculptures on the wall. As ever, lighting is very important when it comes to
designing the home interior. At IMM Cologne, Hülsta demonstrated a remote control system to switch
light from ‘cold’ to ‘warm white’ quality, or mirror function. Another novelty was the incorporation of
lighting in upholstery; Willi Schillig’s ‘Finn’ had an LED colour-change system, directing light from
under sofas upwards and into the immediate vicinity.
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Spectral's 'Twenty' is a purist, easily conﬁgured range of cabinets with lacquered and veneered surfaces. Highlight of the series is a super-thin integrated sound
system. Photo: Spectral.
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From porcelain to upholstery: in cooperation with Ada, Rosenthal is back in furniture business. Their products include straight-lined sofas in trendy anthracite and
rosé. Photo: Rosenthal.
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Willi Schillig conjures up charming lighting effects with products such as ‘Finn’. Photo: Willi Schillig.
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Hülsta’s glass cabinet – the ‘Vedua’ has and LED strip that can be switched between cold
and warm-white light, or regulated to deliver a new type of mirror effect.
Photo: möbel kultur.
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Willi Schillig conjures up charming lighting effects with products such as ‘Finn’. Photo: Willi Schillig.

Intelligently hand-crafted: the ‘Koii’ couch can be unfolded completely and rolled up for storage; ideal both indoors and outside.
Photo: Müller Möbelwerkstätten.
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BOX SPRING COMFORT OR
DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS
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Box springs continue their onward march, and well-informed observers say sales are likely to peak
at about 30 to 40 percent of the total market within the foreseeable future. For this reason, mattress
manufacturers are now looking around for alternative materials such as coconut ﬁbre, algae, cactus
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and natural rubber. There are plenty of smart bed designs on offer and there are a wide variety of
bedroom wardrobes and cabinets – often combined with hanging or revolving doors. The overall
result is that bedroom design features highly creative incidental furniture, and is homelier than ever
before, boosted by the latest domestic fabrics with their fresh colour ranges.
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Purist design with a huge choice of surface ﬁnish: that's the Kettnaker challenge. In addition, the 'Soma' system encourages the individual
design of incidental furniture. Photo: Kettnaker.
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'Time' from Wackenhut is a standalone item, but combined with a wardrobe it completes the bedroom. Photo: Wackenhut.
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An attention-getter in trendy turquoise Bretz. Photo: Guido Schiefer.
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The Coco-mat in the 'Sleep' Hall 9 was deﬁnitely one of the eye-catchers. The Greek company specialises in mattresses
made from natural materials. This was clearly reﬂected in their skilful presentation. Photo: Guido Schiefer.
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Stiegelmeyer of Herford in Germany launched the 'Suite eMotion' – an up-market upholstered bed combining smart design
with a number of added comfort features. Photo: möbel kultur.
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In the pure textile area Fischbacher showed beds featuring a mixture of fresh green, blue and lilac colours, combined with
grey decorative fabrics and cushions. Photo: Guido Schiefer.
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OFFICE: ORGATEC - INTERNATIONAL TRADE FAIR FOR OFFICE& FACILITIES
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FEMININE CHARM
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A delicate pink worktop, a yellow upholstered swivel chair and turquoise coloured walls: never before has there
been so much feminine charm seen in the ofﬁce, and ofﬁce furniture manufacturers are now outbidding
each other in an attempt to provide the feel good factor. Their belief is that the ofﬁce environment should
be more beautiful. There are still many fewer women in positions of business leadership than men, but
even so there have been changes and the ofﬁce environment is now much more feminine. This was
30

clearly so at the recent Orgatec trade fair, where the boring old uniform grey had largely disappeared,
now replaced by optimistic pastel colours conveying a cosy feeling of the living room at home, and zones
designed for staff networking. When all is said and done, the time spent at work represents a large proportion
of our lives. Admittedly, this is not new knowledge, but at last the message seems to have got through to
progressive interior designers
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More colour, better communications and greater mobility: the 'Get Together'
workplace furniture system from Sedus facilitates 'hot swap' team working but is
also suitable for non-swap working. Photo: Sedus.
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The ‘Play&Work’ system from Nowy Styl allows for ﬂexibility and freedom to create and reconﬁgure workplaces. Photo: Nowy Styl.
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The Assmann focus included space-efﬁcient open-plan conﬁguration, for which the 'Applica' work station modules are suited. Photo: Assmann
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Not only does this cheeky one-legged ‘Stand-Up’ stool from Wilkhahn encourage a regular posture change; it brings a splash of colour and playful
lightness into the ofﬁce. Photo: Wilkhahn.
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Bralco’s ‘Ubi Evo’ is a range of modular ofﬁce furniture combining high functionality with ﬂexibility. Photo: Bralco.

Compact ‘Openest’ armchairs from Haworth convert the ofﬁce into a living room. Photo: Haworth.
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Anyone who has worked in an open-plan ofﬁce knows the problem: the general hubbub can be immensely
disruptive and eliminate any possibility of proper concentration. For this reason, increasing numbers of
furniture manufacturers now provide some form of refuge. This may take to the form of larger or smaller
mini-cells, conceived as modular systems that can be set up just about anywhere there is sufﬁcient
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space. Combined with a bench, a sofa, shelves and table units this makes for cosy and convenient
lounges and work niches suitable for solo working with a laptop or mobile phone, or short meetings
and quiet informal discussions. Niches with electrical sockets enable workers to quickly recharge their
mobile ofﬁce aids. Textile screens provide a huge reduction in the acoustic disturbance, especially in
open-plan situations.
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Jehs+Laub has created a universal modular system in the shape of the 'Banc' lounge system
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The 'Hexa Wall' from Nowy Styl provides an effective screen from ringing telephones. Photo: Nowy Styl.

The screened ‘Cap’ mini-ofﬁce from Koleksiyon. Photo: Koleksiyon.
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For the modern cellmate: the ‘Megaron’ from Koleksiyon. Photo: Koleksiyon.
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Attention-getter, screen or noise trap: movable partition from Hey-Sign. Photo: Hey-Sign.

The comfortable ‘Syneo’ lounges from Assmann reduces waiting times. Photo: Assmann.
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This year’s Maison & Objet trade show in Paris – the 20th in the series – had aisles and stands full of
visitors. The products on display in Paris embraced furniture, textiles, lighting and tableware presented
both by well-established brands and newcomers to the scene – as ever, the fair had a plethora of creative
presentation and products. Taken as a whole, Maison & Objet whetted the appetite for summer – with
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cheerful colours and Florida ﬂair including ﬂamingos, palms, fresh green, pinks and oranges that even
brighten up a chest of drawers. Nearby, the soft touch was applied in soft pastel tones. Then there
were bio-degradable chairs, with glass furniture increasingly following on from marble. There was also
a strong trend to ‘industrial chic’ with cables, pipes and industrial glassware used as design features.
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With 'Space', Ligne Roset skilfully combines Kirschbaum with copper and seating in a pastel rosé. Photo: Guido Schiefer
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Pipes used as a design feature: the ‘Light Forest’ wall and ceiling light range from &Tradition. Likewise, the scene set her by fashionable copper. Photo: &Tradition.

This chest of draws from Moissonnier shouts 'Florida!' with sensational ﬂamingos and palms. Photo: Moissonnier.
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Multifunctional wardrobe with a new range of shelves, hooks and an acoustic panel: ‘Zutik’ from Alki. Photo: Alki
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Glass decorative writing niches by the Bouroullec brothers: ‘Diapositive’. Photo: Glas.
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Not just for men: in cooperation with Seletti, Diesel Living has come up with the ‘Mechanical’ collection of tableware – inspired maybe by workshop tools,
but even so exuding an aura of high quality. Photo: Diesel.
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At the recent Bau building industries trade fair in Munich, 180,000 square metres of exhibition space were
devoted to three main topics: energy and the efﬁcient use of resources; intelligent urbanisation; people and
buildings. After the trade fair, the approximately 2,000 exhibiting companies declared themselves satisﬁed with
the footfall (more than 250,000 visitors) and the orders taken. This is a sure sign that suppliers can expect
42

a good volume of business from the building industry, both for new construction and property renovation.
This demand will beneﬁt all sections of the market, in particular the many suppliers of ﬂoor coverings.
These businesses now have a wide range of exciting products ranging from antique wood designs through
to sustainable textile ﬂoor coverings. At the Munich trade show there were numerous suppliers of interior
completion products such as doors, where the trend is towards products of natural appearance. The overall
demand is towards a bigger range of materials and services from a single supplier.
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The Agrob stand had a modular ceramic assembly kit so tiles may be grouped and arranged by colour and format. Photo: Agrob.
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Cosentino demonstrated the extreme robustness of its innovative Dekton material in the complete 'House of Dekton'. Photo: Cosentino.
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At the Bau trade show Häfele presented eight products such a glass door – no visual intrusion within a conﬁned space – as an example of its all-round skills in the
contract sector. Photo: Häfele.
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AQ glittering range of colours stunned visitors to the Armstrong stand. They were invited to take away samples of coloured linoleum patterns, and tear
out pages from sample sketchbooks. This way, the covers were removed piece by piece to reveal the exciting interior design. Photo: Armstrong.

JetteJoop designed ﬁnger grips and handles for glass doors and hardware ﬁttings. Photo: Griffwerk.

Object Carpet demonstrated a fast carpet design-conﬁgurator for personal use by suppliers and customers; also ‘Tutto Bene’, a new carpet quality
grade woven from sustainable Solution-Dyed yarn. Photo: Object Carpet.
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The mood was good at this year’s Heimtextil, the aisles crowded with visitors and another
increase in the number of exhibitors engendered a forecast of a positive outcome. The organisers
were happy too, having recorded an increase in visitor numbers of about three percent by
the end of the fair. The range of products on show was bigger than ever before, likewise
the quality of products. This was especially true of wallpapers where there was a promising
range of specialist products, e.g. mood-making wallpaper from Marburg Wall Coverings that
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twinkles in the dark; a product that blends well with iridescent and metallic technical fabrics,
fabrics with much structure and striking digital prints. Many exhibitors decided to promote
their products with the assistance of celebrities whose names included Harald Glööckler,
Karim Rashid, Barbara Becker and JetteJoop.

2

2

3

Hall 4.0 featured a centre stage for display of forward-looking products chosen from the boom sector of digital print. This was the location for Heimtextil's
ﬁrst 'Theme Park', a trend forum with a circular platform featuring a series of attractive presentations for interactive events. Photo: möbelkultur.

²ÈÙÐÔ¹ÈÚÏÐË%!/1>9,>**/õ9-(E&õ /@7>/9&/@5#= 99J&&1D-ô 6@Q #9²ÖÓÖÙ´à¾ÖÙÓËL7õJô&/@5#= (E(õ 1@!>IP,>*¡möbelkultur
For Czech manufacturer Grund, Karim Rashid (seen here at centre with the company's chief executives) designed the 'Kolor My World' textile range.
Photo: möbelkultur.

ªÏÙÐÚÛÐÈÕÐÚÊÏÉÈÊÏÌÙI'ë !=3.A7Q 9õ L7-ôªBQ &/@5#= 63@6J7ô%A!R =R I'ð>M3õ#!AQ 1> %7%D-ô 6>3L%>%J6 6@%õ>%=%R I7P%M õ = 3ô>%=I/A.%C%Q 9&(õ>'E#%AQ 9%1@%%@ 1D-ô L7-ô
,>*¡möbelkultur
Christian Fischbacher launched the new CF label, which the Swiss company aims at the youth market. At the trade fair, students obviously liked the new
range of bed linen. Photo: möbelkultur.
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7.ô9%L6M!1ø7/E&= ¯ÈÙÈÓËGlööckler MA I%9/ø6M!1ø1= #ø6/õ>6//ø1D-ô 6@%õ>(õ>IP !=3(õ>'E#%AQ 9%1@%%@ 
J1<6@Q #9#õ9"@%Q L7õJô²©»,>*¡·¹ÀÖÜ
Luxury living with Harald Glööckler: the cult-designer created a new range of towel fabrics, bed linen
DQGGRPHVWLFWH[WLOHVIRU.%73KRWRV35<RX

HEIMTEXTIL
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Marburg Wall Coverings displayed 'Art Luminaire' – wallpaper with integral LED lights. Photo: arcade.

Iridescent colours on transparent fabric; also suitable for contract furnishing: Élitis. Photo: arcade.
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SIX-PACK WITH POTENTIAL
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-AK/ IAR.36A V>J&#AQ6/õ>I6%ô7ø#AQM-ôI7-C9%L/J!ô-A*CR%(@3#AQIõ>=% AJ1õ3<.@QI*@Q3>-%ô>6%LI-CQ9%V>->Lõ/ô3-=&6A*CR%M-õK9ö9>I'û%#AQCQ%9&I-CQ9%>%->J1õ3J!ô/>3%AR
µÈÚÏ¶ÈÒ->*/õ9-J&&#AQ E%Dô-%31J1<I><I*A.K/6/õ>&>6ô3%BQ%=&I'û%>/
J.6ô3%L7-ôJ1<L7õ(1#AQ 9ô %õ>J!!ô>9.ô>= I%#V>L7õ IE 7-C9%I*@Q "E1C%Q = M'7-> O
*/õ9->/'E/< >%#AQM-ô.CQ%1VR>J1<'1-1C%=&/<J69Iô>
Likely Winners: The wood pattern decors chosen as being ‘six of
the best’ for Interprint’s 2014 range have presented the market with
a new face, in line with the company’s current design slogan ‘Points
of View’. Together, they form a completely new yet authentic group

At its 2013 in-house show in Arnsberg, Interprint

based on the enthusiastic and creative use of innovative technology,

displayed a whole series of new decors to invited

not seen before. For example, ‘Iconic’ is completely fresh interpretation

furniture industry guests. The ensuing dialogue

of ever-popular beech wood. This decor has soft planking and beech-typical

served to identify patterns with the greatest potential

grain features such as irregular sections, combined with wide colour

for success in a highly competitive market. The

variations.

resulting ‘Six-Pack 2014’ has six favourite decors

‘Maxim’ is a walnut decor that maybe could be described best as

subsequently shown to countless enthusiastic

‘striking’. It has narrow black meandering structures forming a highly

trade visitors at the ZOW trade fair.

attractive independent yet compatible surface. It is even more expressive
when presented alongside a plain colour. Oak may be an old favourite,

Left: The ‘Six Pack 2014’ with top decors ‘Nash’, ‘Nelson’, ‘Maxim’,
‘Nomad’, ‘Iconic’ and ‘Pandora’.
Below: Combined with white, thecherry tree decor ‘Pandora’ is fresh
and modern.

but this time ‘Nash Oak’ comes with a soft pattern and deliberately
only partly structured, clearly a new departure and appearing quite
different. It looks as if it had just been washed over by a wave, with
unobtrusive planking and blending with the ‘pre-used’ trend.
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õ>.¡ºÐß·ÈÊÒ*/õ9-*CR%K!ö<µÈÚÏµÌÓÚÖÕ´ÈßÐÔ
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6ô>>-#ô>-1>*C%R #A7Q .ô9%L>/!J!ôM-õ391%=#´ÈßÐÔ-A13 1>.6A >V J&
Elegant in living areas – the walnut decor ‘Maxim’ has a narrow, black structural pattern.
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I'û%I%CR9I A.3/<73ô>6ô3%1>.=&3>-63.>-(6>%1C%6@Q#AQDõ%I. õ3.
9L7-ôI*CQ96/õ>,>*1=5ø#AQ%ô>!CQ%!>
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‘Nelson’ is a new interpretation of elm. With an expressive
appearance, the structure of this planked decor is seen
as never before with white-grey negative pores combined
with an expressive range of colours, washing from
gold-bronze-brown to white-grey. By contrast, ‘Nomad’
is positioned between native oak and exotic woods.
The homogenous alternation between ﬂowery and striated
sections combines the familiar with the new to create an
exciting image.
The Six-Pack is rounded off by Mediterranean cherry
‘Pandora’ – lively colours and unmistakable expression,
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it cleverly combines the modern with tradition.
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ʻNash Oakʼ has beautiful, soft markings,
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竣工20周年のヴィトラ消防署
<($569,75$),5(67$7,21

MATERIALS
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Not only is horseradish a condiment for tasty meals; this vegetable can also be used as an additive in ﬁbre-strengthened man-made
materials. At ﬁrstsight this may seem counter-intuitive, but a closer look reveals that there isto materials such as hemp, in the course
of which research students at theWest Saxony Technical College in Zwickau, Germany, took a close look atthis tasty vegetable.
They determined that it has a range of properties holding out promise for use in lightweight structures.

I/C9Q '/D9>7>/6V>7/=&K/6/õ>%V>R 7%=I&>
I6õ%L.#A6Q = >:9/ø6J/ @ *CR #ALQ %>71=M-ôLô:9/ø6J/ @ !=39.ô>7%BQ #AQ = I%IA.Q 3=&I6õ%L.$//->!@P 9C >/Lõ
/ô3-=&*1>6!@J1<@%R 6ô3%!=3"=/".%!ø#>V B%R >>/LõI6õ%L.'9
nanka-Photo/Shotshop.com

CONDIMENT for lightweight structures
Fibres extracted from horseradish (the plant in the background is not horseradish) and – a good example of an
DSSOLFDWLRQIRUQDWXUDO¿EUHVLQFRUSRUDWHGLQSODVWLFV±DQDXWRPRWLYHERG\SDQHOPDGHXVLQJKHPS¿EUHV
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Cooks have long known that horseradish can give selected dishes a boost in ﬂavour. However, the food processing industry only
uses the root portion, while at best the above-ground part of the plant will end life as compost. But recently research students at
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HORSERADISH FIBRE-REINFORCED PLASTICS

the West Saxony Zwickau WHZ TechnicalCollege found out that the horseradish ﬁbres have properties rendering them suitable for
incorporation in plastics.
Under guidance from Prof. HolgerKlose the project was led by Christopher Taudt with David Meyer and Uwe Gieland at the WHZ
Institute for Production Institute Technology. Christopher Taudt said: “Up to now, the renewable ﬁbres incorporated in plastics
were generally hemp or ﬂax. However, we have determined that we can much improve strength and reduce weight by substituting
horseradish ﬁbres.”
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HORSERADISH FIBREREINFORCED PLASTICS

K/6/ô>%R>V 7%=I&>
LIGHTWEIGHT
CONSTRUCTION
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The Background: Natural ﬁbres have certain advantages over the
classic man-made ﬁbres used in constructional materials; they
have gained in importance because of their excellent mechanical
properties in terms of strength and weight. However man-made
ﬁbres have disadvantages associated with their manufacture and
eventual recycling, for which reason natural ﬁbres are increasingly
used as a strengthening component in plastics.
The key advantage of natural ﬁbres is that they may be cultivated
to grow again. Depending upon the type of plastic in which they
are incorporated, this plastic is more suitable for ﬁnal disposal by
separation of composite materials and bio-degradation.
Up to the present time, the main renewable ﬁbres used were from
materials such as hemp and flax. But changing processing
requirements and the search for more efficient use of limited
resources has led to a search for alternatives – if possible from local
or regional sources. Ideally, the substitutes should be derived from
plants with no alternative uses, which would hold out great potential
for enhanced sustainability.
These were the factors that led Christopher Taudt and his team to
horseradish. Since the plant above the shoot axis has no further
use in the food processing industry and is treated as bio-waste,
the students focused their researches on this section of the vegetable.
At harvest time, each root has ﬁve to eight shoot axes with ﬁbres
extending 60 to 150 centimetres: these ﬁbres have a sickle-shaped
pattern In the outer margins. From microscopic examination of
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this zone in conjunction with image analysis software, they determined
that about ten percent of the shoot axis consists of ﬁbres. This is
probably a low value, and naturally limits its uses. The comparative
value for hemp is 28 to 35 percent. Bearing in mind the area of
land now devoted to the cultivation of horseradish, the quantity of
ﬁbre available for use is relatively small.
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Each horseradish ﬁbre bundle has a cross-sectional area of 0.047m.
The individual ﬁbres within the bundle are closely packed; they have
a clearly deﬁned hollow structure and outer contour, resulting in extremely
low density and low weight – a real bonus for horseradish.
Tensile testing determined that ﬁbre strength was about the same
as that of other known natural ﬁbres. The conclusion was that the
non-root ‘vegetable component’ is suited for use as a local additive
to strengthen composite materials and structures subject to bending
loads.
In his report, Herr Taudt concluded that the horseradish plant holds
out potential for further use. However, the exact way in which use
may be made – e.g. short or long ﬁbres, or in a semi-ﬁnished textile
– remains open for the present. The next stage would be to investigate
the downstream processing of horseradish ﬁbres: ﬁbre spinning,
weaving and composite lay-up. Research would also have to establish
the main processing proﬁles using short and long ﬁbres, e.g. for
injection moulding, rheology and thermal properties.
Herr Taudt notes that the horseradish ﬁbres examined could represent
a worthwhile alternative to previously tried natural ﬁbres: both
from the ecological and economic standpoints; because they are
available on a regional basis; and can be extracted from vegetable
waste with no other known commercial value.
Their mechanical properties render these ﬁbres suitable for incorporation
in composite materials suitable for use in the automotive industry
and other lightweight structures such as architectural features.
However, given the relatively small supply of plants, it would seem
they are most likely to be used in combination with other natural
ﬁbres, rather than as a substitute.

/>:9/ø6J/ @ -D-!= 3>.>.I#ô>
Horseradish root; cross-sectional view 15 times
magniﬁcation
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A bundle of horseradish ﬁbres; 300 times
magniﬁcation. These form a sickle. pattern at the
plant’s shoot axis

Microscopic view of individual bundled hollow
ﬁbres; 1,000 times magniﬁcation.

,>*.>.1õ9D1#//4%ø9-= I6õ%L.:9/ø6J/ @ .>.I#ô>õ>.I#ô>3>
Microscopic view of horseradish ﬁbre bundles: 250 times magniﬁcation (left); 350 times magniﬁcation (right).
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Fitting out the interior of a super-yacht calls for the very highest
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The ‘Twizzle’ from Royal Huisman:
This mussel-coloured saloon combines superb comfort with a panoramic view
(above). The dining cabin in the Salperton IV luxury yacht. Builders Fitzroy Yachts
obtained oak veneer stained in suitable colours from Schotten & Hansen (below).

degree of craftsmanship and the best materials, requiring detailed
technical speciﬁcations and design. Not only must the results
look good and be ﬁt for purpose, they must also meet or surpass
the very latest marine safety standards with respect to weight,
strength, climate and ﬁre-resistance.
This was the challenge faced by Schotten& Hansen, which manufactures
ﬂoorboards, parquet and interior completion materials, in conjunction
with naval architects and interior designers. Another challenge was
the commission from Netherlands yacht builder Royal Huisman for the
development of a special thin veneer combining superb looks with
long service life for the yacht Twizzle. The vessel required more
than 1,000 of this veneer for the ﬂoors, walls panels and furniture.
The result was a luxury interior, in recognition of which the builders
received the Interior Design Award from the International Superyacht
Society (ISS).
Tradition requires that crew and passengers walk around on board
without shoes. In this case, it is a pleasure because the floor
coverings from Schotten & Hansen have a velvet-soft surface ﬁnish,
so that going barefoot is pure pleasure, lending an added dimension
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to the sailing mantra ‘Spirit of Freedom’.
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Access to new markets – this was a major business objective for
Hornschuch in 2014. Their fundamental goal was to grow sales
in the luxury contract furniture sector with a range of exclusive
products. In particular, the surface materials specialist has
adapted to meet changing market upholstery requirements.
Hornschuh’sSkai upholstery-fabrics are already in widespread
use in top hotels, but more recently have been adopted by some
of the world’s largest and most modern cruise ships.
The company’s attractive and functional Skai fabrics on walls and
furniture make an enormous contribution to on-board comfort
and the ‘feel-good factor’.A good example of the worth of these
fabrics can be seen in the Norwegian Cruise Line Norwegian
Breakaway. This 324-metre long ship can accommodate up to
4,000 passengers, whose bed headboards are upholstered with
Skai Palma Shagro. The design was inspired by images from the
depths of the sea with the cool look of a Manta Ray, whose skin
has a ﬁligree, irregular structure.

6/õ>B%R 6V>7/=&&/@5#= I %@ I/C96V>/>s6=s>!@%9/øI3.ø&/@5#= µÖÙÞÌÎÐÈÕ©ÙÌÈÒÈÞÈà
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Built for the Norwegian Cruise Line, the immense Norwegian Breakaway cruise
liner is a superb ﬂoating reference for the range of HornschuhSkai man-made
fabrics. Bed headboards in the passenger cabins are upholstered with Skai
Palma Shagro.
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AT HOME
ON THE SEVEN SEAS
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FARALDA NDSM
CRANE HOTEL
AMSTERDAM
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Amsterdam’s Crane Hotel has three health zones
suspended between 35 and 45 metres above
ground level, providing a fabulous view of the city
and its harbour. Guests – who should have a head
for heights – are bought to their suites in a modern
lift located on the site of a former shipyard in the
northern part of Amsterdam. The ride and view
alone are guaranteed to tingle to the senses; likewise,
the bathrooms from the Villeroy&Boch Premium

&%¡9ô>1õ>7%õ>½ÐÓÓÌÙÖà©ÖÊÏ>1D-ô (1@!,=ø³ÖÖ×ÙÐÌÕËÚ
1ô>¡K/J/-I/%99=-6øI!9/ø -= J1<6'>1>Jõ
Above: Villeroy&Boch washbasins from the ‘Loop & Friends’ range.
Below:Amsterdam’s Crane Hotel and outdoor spa.

Line.
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CRANE WITH LUXURY HEALTH ZONE
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Above: the ‘Squaro Edge 12’ island bathtub with black graphite
skirt. Left: ‘La Belle’ bathtub.

How do you fancy a night at altitude, surrounded by 65 tons of
steel and suspended directly above the sea? Anyone wishing
to have a different overnight view of the Netherlands can do no
better than spending a night in the Faralda NDSM Crane Hotel,
35 to 45 metres above ground level. The crane forms part of
north Amsterdam’s industrial heritage and has three luxury
units, all ﬁtted with bathtubs from the Villeroy&Boch ‘Loop &
Friends’ and ‘Aveo’ ranges. Converting a crane into a hotel is
no mean achievement, and the challenge was met head-on by
IAA Architects under Edwin Kornmann Rudi.
The exclusive ﬁve-star designer hotel opened after three years
of restoration and modernisation. The high-level control cabin
was converted into the central luxury suite between two others,
all made of glass. Each unit has a 36 living room and an intermediate
level with bedroom and bathroom. The guests have an unrivalled
view of the Amsterdam’s city centre, the river and harbour.
Obviously, accommodation of this standard also calls for health
facilities, for which reason Villeroy&Boch also installed La-Belle
bathtubs and three ‘Squaro Edge 12’ units with graphite side-screens.
These products were all selected from the company’s contract
furnishing ‘Projects’ exclusive premium range. This consists of
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generously dimensioned high-end collections of extravagant
design, superb decor and with the technical features required
in this sector.
And to top it all, 50 metres above ground level the crane has
a most unusual outdoor spa with ‘Sport X’ whirlpool – and of
course, a view sans pareil. Last, but not least, the Villeroy&Boch
tableware in the restaurant downstairs is absolutely top notch.
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Davos in Switzerland is special: this is where Thomas
Mann chose to set his famous novel Magic Mountain; it inspired
many of Ludwig Kirchner’s expressionist paintings. The
twentieth Century saw the arrival of the international jet
set – now well adapted to the local social microclimate –
whose interests are served by a spectacular new luxury
InterContinental Hotel equipped with the very latest in spa
and health facilities.
Not only is Davos the highest town in Europe and known
for its healthy climate and fresh air; it is also a year-round
Alpine resort, and a favorite stopping-off point for
the international jet set. Every year, world leaders, senior
government ofﬁcials and media tycoons attend the Davos
World Economics Forum and press the switches that
determine our future.
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ARCHITECTURE
The Okios Architectural Partnership of Munich was primarily responsible for
the visible part of the oval hotel structure, whose golden facade was assembled
from hundreds of steel elements individually-made made by Seele.

INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE
The interior design of the rooms, suites and restaurants was by AB Living Design
(Sweden) and CM Design (Hamburg); it makes extensive use of wood and stone
materials found in the alpine region.
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NEW LUXURY PINNACLE IN DAVOS
THE GOLDEN EYE

Opened late in 2013, the ﬁve-star Davos InterContinental is the
ideal location for forum visitors and many others throughout
the year. It stands like a gigantic golden egg, with 216 bedrooms
and suites at the base of the Flüela Pass. The organically
curved hotel facade is strikingly spectacular, assembled from
hundreds of individually fabricated gold-coloured steel members.
The hoteliers invested some 155 million Swiss France in
the sensational architecture, which was six years in the making
with the heavy involvement of the Munich Okios architectural
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partnership. Oliver Hofmeister is an architect and the managing
director of Oikos: “The design and planning process required
us to go the outer limits of what is architecturally possible.”
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ROOMS AND SUITES
The latest Davos hotel hotspot has 216 spacious rooms and suites. These have
many special features, such as the comfortable lounge-sofas from Ligne Roset.
The design and structure of the egg-shaped facade goes to the limits of what is
technically possible. It was assembled from hundreds of gold-coloured steel elements,
each one unique, giving the hotel its extravagant external appearance, which changes
with the position of the sun.
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In contrast with the futuristic exterior, the interior makes
widespread use of local materials such as wood and stone
and was designed by AB Living Design (Sweden) with CM
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Design (Hamburg). The hotel has three top-class restaurants
with much of the local Graubünden character. The rocklike
rough walls in the hotel’s extensive spa facilities are an obvious
visual link with the surrounding mountain terrain, while
the lobby features an organically ﬂowing lighting sculpture
creating a random succession of highs and lows.
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The rooms are equipped with specially made lounge sofas
from LigneRoset, combining modern design with alpine
charm. On arrival at the generously dimensioned balcony
with its view over Davos and the mountain peaks, the hotel
guest knows that he really has arrived at the right place to stay.

UÊ angkok UÊega Bangna UÊ,atchapruek UÊ*attaya UÊua Hin UÊ*huket

Design Studio
www.h a f e le .c o m
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Ratchapruek 2FL. Room SB201-202 S.B. Design Square, The Crystal SB Ratchapruek. Nonthaburi Tel. 02-001-7040
Pattaya 140/89 Moo 11, Nongprue, Banglamung, Chonburi Tel. 038-332-485
Hua Hin 15/84 Soi Mooban Borfai, Hua Hin, Hua Hin, Prachubkirikhan Tel. 032-547-704
Phuket Opposite Big C 81 Moo 5, Chalermprakiet Ror-9 Rd., Vichit, Muang, Phuket Tel. 076-304-460
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The latest generation of super yachts deﬁes all comparison with what has gone before – whether
measured in terms of their size, engineering, interior completion, or design and furnishing.
When it comes to demonstrating their power and inﬂuence at prestigious locations around
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the world, their super-rich owners spare no cost or effort. The construction of such vessels
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stretches the shipbuilder to the absolute limits in achieving the optimum combination of
technical design and rigorous cost-beneﬁt analysis for these fabulous super yachts, which
may be up to 180 metres in length.

Blohm+Voss
Michael von der Heide氏。

Demand for cruise liners and ocean-going yachts has
done much to keep the shipbuilding industry aﬂoat
through a period of international economic uncertainty.
This year, some 400 giant cruise liners will provide holidays
aﬂoat for about 22 million passengers. In 2013, cruise
shipping company turnover was 2.3 billion Euros, with
an upward trend. However, big shipbuilders face rigorous
competition for orders, resulting in price dumping. But
the situation is different in the super-yacht market,
because here the competitive duel is a different kind
of ﬁght: Big, bigger, mega-big! For example, Russian
oligarch Roman Abramowitsch placed an order with
Blohm+Voss for his super-yacht M/Y Eclipse, designed
by Terrence Disdale, which tinkled no less than 340
million Euros into the Hamburg shipbuilder’s account.
With a length overall of 163 metres, this is the world’s
second largest super-yacht.
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But one notch up came the Saudi Arabia’s Prince Walid Ibn Talal,
who commissioned an even larger super-yacht from Bremen’s
Lürssen shipyard, with a result whose sheer quality and luxury
would make Abromowitsch go white in the face. The M/Y Azzamis
180 metres long, can reach 30 knots, and easily eclipses
the M/Y Eclipse. It was designed by Mario Pedol of Nauta Yachts.
Frenchman Christophe Leoni designed the luxury interior and
the project was commissioned by no less than the President of
the United Arab Emirates. The Azzamhas a beam of 20.8 metres
and draws 4.3 metres. Powered by two diesel engines and gas
turbines with an output of 94,000 h.p., it reaches speeds up to
30 kt. Peter Lürssen is justiﬁably proud: “We needed only one
year for the technical design and three years for construction.
This vessel represents a milestone in the construction of big
super-yachts.”
There has been much media speculation about the Azzam’sinterior
design and furnishing. The German news magazine Der Spiegel
has taken a close look at and reports that the vessel is a ﬂoating
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fortress equipped with defences against paparazzi and pirates
alike, plus of course a swimming pool, cinema and party room.
These are all additional customer requirements representing
a design challenge for Blohm+Voss, and adding to the costs and
company’s earnings.

At the beginning of 2012 this long-established shipyard was sold
by ThyssenKrupp to the British independent fund investment
company Star Capital Partners, and has now set a redeﬁned
commercial course. The goal is
to drive forward in the super-yacht market with sensational design.
The managing director of Blohm+Voss Herbert Aly told German
daily Die Welt:
“The Iraqi designer MrsZahaHadid produced a spectacular
yacht design for us. The overall composition of exterior and interior
design enables us to mix and match to meet individual customer
requirements.” This also enables the builder to achieve the economic
advantages of small batch production. Hadid has designed ﬁve
90-metre vessels known as ‘Unique Circle Yachts’.
First down the slipway will be the M/Y Jazz, featuring groovy
avant-garde design with rounded edges and cutting-edge style.
At the moment, the design is still on paper. Michael von der
Heide, director project development for Blohm+Voss Shipyards
GmbH: “There was enormous media interest when we announced
the project in London. We achieved instant widespread international
publicity and aroused interest from potential customers around
the world.” So far, there are no ﬁrm orders. “But we are in discussion
with potential customers,” he says. “The technical design challenges
for construction of a luxury super-yacht are such they must meet
the very highest standards. In general, our customers have very
exact ideas of how their future vessel should look, its accommodation
and overall performance. Sometimes, their requirements are
very extravagant.”
In each and every case, the shipbuilder must meet the customer
requirements within a pre-set budget, and this must take account
of possible shifts in design trends. He says: “In this business, we
see a reduction in the average age of customers; and even the
‘older’ customers now look younger and often pursue a younger
lifestyle. The result is demand for more modern interior design
and unpretentious but no less high-value interior ﬁttings. There
has been a distinct reduction in demand for heavy, overloaded
and ornate interiors. However, that differs with the customer’s
cultural background, and is strongly dependent upon the his
personal taste.”
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Frequent travellers are rarely enthusiastic about faceless
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the architect Karim Rashid described his approach to

system-built budget hotels, rich in boredom and poor
in imagination. However, the new generation of budget
design-hotels is different: establishments that provide
the guest with good accommodation at an affordable
price. At the formal opening of Hamburg’s new Prizeotel,
‘democratic’ design.
The hotel’s interior design and furnishing has adopted
a consistent style throughout, starting with the lobby
through to bedrooms and bathrooms. It all bears the
ﬁngerprints of star architect Karim Rashid of New York.
He creates a new colour coding and form for each hotel
commission. His style is unmistakeable: shrill and
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unconventional.
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Are all designer hotels expensive? That might once
have been true, but no longer. There is now a new
generation of budget hotels providing welldesigned
interiors at an affordable price. With clever selling,
they are rapidly gaining in market share. First to do
so with uniform design concepts and modest prices
were chains such as B&B and Motel One. Founded
14 years ago by hotelier and entrepreneur Dieter
Müller, Motel One now has 50 hotels with more than
10,000 rooms in Germany, Austria, Belgium and
the UK, and with expansion plans.
The next target markets are Switzerland and Spain.
The goal is to create a European budget hotel network
with 74 cities and 18,000 rooms by 2017. Motel
One’s corporate identity is typiﬁed by the turquoisecoloured ‘Egg Chair’ designed by Arne Jacobsen,
now found throughout the network.
Sweden’s Ikea corporation is a newcomer to the hotel
business; Ikea’s ﬁrst new hotels are opening under
Marriott’s ‘Moxy’ lable. The ﬁrst was opened in Milan,
while Munich, Frankfurt and Berlin are to follow.
The plan calls for up to 150 hotels throughout Europe.
The target is that of younger, technologyoriented
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customers with an afﬁnity to new technologies looking
for overnight accommodation at an affordable price.
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Good design need not be expensive, says Karim Rashid. Although small, the Prizeotel
bedrooms incorporate a number of surprising features.
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This they will surely ﬁnd in the Prizeotel two-star budget hotel,
which ﬁrst opened in Bremen in 2009, followed three months ago
by Hamburg. Here, the ‘wow’ is provided by design especially
created by New York architect Karim Rashid, whose unmistakable
professional fingerprints are found throughout both hotels.
He toldthat the commission was a fascinating challenge:“Good
design need not be expensive. I am convinced it is perfectly possible
to arrive at a cool result on a small budget – and believe me,
it was a very smallbudget.
Anyone should be able to afford an overnight stay at a design hotel.”
The 16- bedrooms in the Prizeotel have a 180 cm-wide bed with
top quality bedclothes; also free Wiﬁ, ﬂatscreen television with
HDMI connection and a ‘MusicLamp’ – a combined table lamp
and radio. Says Rashid: “When you stay in a room designed by
me, you don’t risk a minor injury from sharp corners or edges,
whether on the bed or writing table. They are all rounded”.
Marco Nussbaum of Bremen is behind this innovative hotel concept.
He has great expertise in the development of new hotel concepts
and was previously chief executive of the Astron Hotel Group;
also property developer Dr. Matthias Zimmermann, co-owner and
chief executive of Weser-Wohnbau and Zimmermann Real Estate.
Their medium-term common objective is “to create a budget hotel
chain that is the qualitative leader in Germany’s core markets.”
Germany’s next amazing Prizeotel is to open in mid-2015 in
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Hanover.
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Häfele Design Studio Mega Bangna

Häfele Design Studio Ratchapruek
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57 Soi Sukhumvit 64, Sukhumvit Rd.,

1534 1FL. Mega Home Zone 39 Moo 6

Bangchak, Phrakanong, Bangkok 10260

Bangna-Trad Rd.,Bangkaew, Bangplee,

2FL. Room SB201-202 S.B. Design Square,

Telephone: (02) 741-7171

Samutprakarn 10540

The Crystal SB Ratchapruek, Bangkhanun,

Fax: (02) 741-7272

Telephone: (02) 105-1557-8 Fax: (02) 105-1556

Bangkruai, Nonthaburi 11130

E-mail: info@hafele.co.th

E-mail: info@hafele.co.th

Telephone: (02) 001-7040 Fax: (02) 001-7041
E-mail: info@hafele.co.th

Häfele Design Studio Pattaya

Häfele Design Studio Hua Hin
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140/89 Moo 11, Opposite outlet Mall, Nongprue,

15/84 Soi Mooban Borfai, Hua Hin, Hua Hin,

Opposite Big C, 81 Moo5, Chalermprakiet Ror-9 Road,

Banglamung, Chonburi 20150

Prachuapkirikhan 77110

Vichit, Muang, Phuket 83000

Telephone: (038) 332-485 Fax: (038) 332-489

Telephone: (032) 547-704 Fax: (032) 547-705

Telephone: (076) 304-460 Fax: (076) 304-468

E-mail: info@hafele.co.th

E-mail: info@hafele.co.th

E-mail: info@hafele.co.th

Häfele Design Studio Phuket
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